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ABSTRACT

The explosive growth of information technology in

the last decade has caused a demand for experienced in-

formation system managers far beyond the present supply.

Consequently, many of these positions are filled "by

personnel who may lack a comprehensive understanding of

the role of information production in the organization.

This paper addresses organization processes and inter-

actions of which the information system manager must

/
be made aware in order to perform his job effectively.

Discussion includes organization purpose, structure,

decision processes, and information production. When

appropriate, descriptive models were developed in order

to better understand the synergistic relationships

which exist. Particular attention was given to the need

for systematic valuation of organization information pro-

ducts, and development of the "product-worth function" is

proposed as a possible approach to this problem.
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FORWARD

Information system management is rapidly becoming

recognized as a field requiring specialized training and

background. However, a tendency exists to associate

information system management with the highly sophisticated

equipment it employs and to place emphasis on the technical

aspects of the job. As a consequence, information manage-

ment is often delegated to personnel who are technically

knowledgeable but may lack a comprehensive understanding

of the role of information products in the organization.

Without this understanding, the information system will

probably lack direction, have few clearly defined goals

or objectives, and fail to meet important organizational

needs. Such systems tend to emphasize quantity and not

quality of output and the production of information becomes

an end in itself. The symptoms are inefficiency, ineffec-

tiveness, and wastefulness. Prevention requires that

management maintain an awareness of the fundamental role

of information production in the organization. Such is

the intent of this thesis.





I. INTRODUCTION

Through evolution, man has differed from his not-so-

fortunate ancestors in many important ways. Homo erectus

stood on two feet, freed his hands and added a new dimen-

sion to his future potential. Also, his brain size was

large relative to other animal species, the combination

which allowed him to out-think, out-adapt , and out-develop

his immediate rivals in the struggle for survival. But,

one of his most important abilities is often overlooked,

the capacity for high-level communication within his

species. He and his fellows developed structured, albeit

generally informal and primitive, processes with which ideas,

events, and desires could be recorded, retrieved and trans-

ferred among his kind. It could be said, "early man

survived because he organized, and he was able to organize

because he comprehended the utility of information and

the concept of information processes."

A. HUMAN ORGANIZATION AND INFORMATION PRODUCTS

Human organization, regardless of purpose, goals or

objectives, has an inherent need for structured processes

which identify, collect, store, retrieve, disseminate and

utilize substantive information. A procedural diagram

depicting the sequential nature of these inter-related
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processes is shown in Exhibit 1. Taken in the aggregate,

they represent an "information system." This structured

approach to the production of useful information is analo-

gous to a simple manufacturing plant which purchases raw

material (data) and fabricates marketable objects (items

of information). An information system product can be

thought of as a structured package consisting of at least

one, usually many, information items associated with some

common area of organizational responsibility. Form and

format of these products are governed by user need and

preference and are designed to promote maximum product

utilization. Since information supports decision-making

processes by virtue of the fact that it reduces uncertainty,

the apparent worth of information products is subjective

and primarily dependent on the relative importance assigned

to them by users within the organization. Information

which is unused has no discernible effect on organization

decision outcomes, and therefore no meaningful worth. The

production of unused information items not only represents

a waste of organization resources but also tends to dilute

the overall effectiveness of information products [Ref. lj .

All elements of information system output should have

a usefulness recognized by at least one decision center or

decision maker within the organization and be readily

traceable to one or more organization objectives. What

type of information product is needed? What data must be
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Exhibit 1-THE MANUFACTURING ANALOGY OF STRUCTURED
INFORMATION PROCESSES
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collected? These and similar questions have to be resolved

by organization users and information system management in

the early stages of product development. Because the manu-

facture of information products requires an expenditure

of resources, a user market for these products should

be established prior to production. Furthermore, the pro-

perly structured information system should be sensitive

to changes in this market and able to modify its products

accordingly.

Location and collection of basic data may seem like a

relatively straight forward process, but this, more than

any other step in the information chain, is apt to be a

major contributor to the eventual utilization or rejection

of any information product. Production of information

requires data as raw material. If this data is partly

unavailable, untimely, or inaccurate, the end product will

have dubious value and some degree of user rejection is

almost a certainty. Detection, identification and correc-

tion of faulty data collection procedures are probably the

most difficult, yet among the most important, tasks which

face information system management and system users.

Storage and retrieval of data is the step which links

the collection process with the information production

line. Formulation and maintenance of an organizational data

base is equivalent to the establishment of a raw materials

inventory stock for input to production work-in-process.

In the case of information systems, most of the raw

11





material inventory is perishable and must be replaced on

a frequent basis. That is to say, basic data has a limited

shelf life relative to the manufacture of useful informa-

tion products »and dynamic maintenance of this data base is

critical to the success of the system.

Dissemination is a step in the structured information

process which converts basic data into useful information

products and provides these products to users within the

organization. It is similar to production work-in-process

and shipment of finished goods. Basic algorithms used to

process data are obviously important to the validity of

the product; but form, format, and timeliness of the

finished item are the keys to user acceptance and the reali-

zation of potential product utility. Access and availability,

clarity and completeness, and accuracy and consistency are

of primary concern during the dissemination process.

Although the user of information products is at the

extreme end of the structured information process chain,

he is of the utmost importance to the ultimate effective-

ness of any organization information system. Regardless

of the type or mix of processes for manufacture and exchange

of information within the organization, these processes

in the aggregate must satisfy identified information require-

ments, be based on reasonably accurate and timely data and,

above all, generate information products having recognized

user utility.

12





II. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE

The objective of this thesis is to promote the design

of better information systems by providing the information

system manager with a perspective on the role of infor-

mation production in the organization. The reader is pre-

sented with a deductive overview of organization purpose,

structure, decision processes, and information production,

and principal relationships which should exist in a

properly functioning system are described in some detail.

A final section is dedicated to the need for valuating

organization information products and proposes a novel

approach to this problem. A liberal use of descriptive

models has been employed throughout as a means of promo-

ting an understanding of the viewpoints expressed in the

discussion material.
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III. PLACING THE INFORMATION SYSTEM IN PERSPECTIVE

A definition of "organization" that can be found in

Webster's dictionary is "the unification and harmonization

of all elements of a work art." The success of this type

of organization is readily measured by the level or degree

of sensory pleasure during the act of perception (though

more often than not there is a wide difference of opinion

among qualified art critics). The marginal value of a

relatively small change such as a modification of color,

hue, shape or structure might be established by obtaining

a consensus of before and after impressions and noting

the incremental improvement (or degradation) in the per-

ceived value. Similarly, an organization of people can

be considered as a unification of purpose and a hierarchial

harmonization of skills and talent.

Unfortunately, attempts to assess the relative value

or worth of human business organization is a much more

challenging task than subjective evaluation of art objects.

Business analysts often employ units of corporate input

and output to develop comparative measures such as return

on investment, income to sales, growth, or profit for use

in assessing how well an organization functions. This type

analysis provides a measure of relative external value,

that is, "how does the performance of this particular

organization compare with competing organizations sharing

14





a common business environment ?" While this approach is

the most commonly used and generally accepted method of

corporate dissection, these data offer little more insight

to the potential functional effectiveness of the organi-

zation structure than measurement of the zero to sixty

acceleration of an automobile gives the observer knowledge

of the intricacies of the engine.

To a pure organizational theorist, the inherent

worth or intrinsic value of an organization is a measure

of the synergistic combination of organizational elements.

That is, given the environment, "how does the actual out-

put or benefit of an organization compare with the hypo-

thetical maximum output or benefit which could be expected

if available resources and talent were optimally combined?"

This measure, assuming that it or a good approximation of

it can be obtained, is simply the ratio of how efficient

the organized processes are to how efficient they could

be and can be referred to as the "synergistic ratio."

The synergistic ratio will be constrained to values between

zero and one, anarchy represented by the former and total

harmonization by the latter.

A. THE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM AS PART OF THE
ORGANIZATION

From a management systems viewpoint, the "business

organization" can be modeled as an integrated but stratified

decision-making process designed to maximize organizational

15





benefits within the existing environment. Of this view-

point, Mockler [kef. Z\ has said: "This systems approach

forces the manager to look upon his business organization

as an information network with the flow of information

providing the decision makers at various management levels

with the information needed to make decisions of all types."

Obviously* this approach to the structuring of organiza-

tional systems leaves no reasonable doubt of the need for

a well thought-out and well planned corporate infrastruc-

ture which can collect, store and process data and distri-

bute useful information to organization decision centers.

This infrastructure is commonly called an "information

system" and is often referred to as a "management informa-

tion system (MIS)" when its primary objective is the

reduction of uncertainty during corporate decision-making

processes. This paper and its inferences are primarily

concerned with MIS-type information products, those which

support corporate decisions.

Luchsinger and Dock |Ref. 3J describe the business

organization as made up of identifiable subsystems which

can be categorized by function. This is to say, all work

performed within an organization is interrelated and inter-

dependent, yet there are distinct differences by which

resource expenditures are identified with specific intra-

organizational responsibilities and objectives. In all,

there are five such subsystem categories*
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1« Productive or technical subsystems are concerned

with work which transforms inputs to outputs.

2. Supportive subsystems are responsible for

acquisition and disposition of inputs and outputs.

3« Maintenance subsystems assure the preservation

of production related processes.

4. Managerial subsystems control and affect organi-

zational goals, objectives, tasks, personnel and

material resources.

5« Adaptive subsystems are required for the deter-

mination and implementation of change.

Information systems do not lend themselves easily

to a subsystem categorization as above. Rather, the

organizational information system is the "synergistic

glue" that bonds otherwise disjointed interfunctional

and intrafunctional subsystems into a cohesive and pro-

ductive force. The more effective the production and

transfer of useful information becomes, the closer the

organization can approach an optimum utilization and

harmonization of available resources.

The formulation and evolution of major organizations

require concomitant development of appropriate information

infrastructure. The resulting lattice of interrelated and

interdependent information processes and the relationship

these processes have to the organization functional elements

(subsystems) can best be equated to the relationship a web

17





has to the spider which draws sustenance from it as shown

in Exhibit 2. Each functional subsystem within the organi-

zation is intrinsically coupled to others and to the

outside environment by means of a cohesive network of

structured information processes. Collectively, these

processes represent the corporate management information

system and the interdependent paths along which data is

collected, processed, and disseminated.

The concept of the information system as a network

is an approach adapted from Blumenthal [Ref . 5} • The organ-

ization is described at the lowest level as "activities

affecting the condition or state of the system." In

the aggregate, these activities comprise the six func-

tional subsystems described earlier. Decision centers

associated with functional areas require information

about the corporate and environmental state variables

with which they must interact. Thus, the organization is

viewed as a number of functional units interconnected by

a network of information flow.

Early management recognition of the need for appro-

priate information infrastructure is an integral part of

corporate evolution and the key to successful organization.

Furthermore, careful consideration of information system

design, implementation and adaptability is probably the

single most important factor contributing to company

growth and survival.

18





EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

Exhibit 2-ROLE OF THE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEM IN THE ORGANIZATION
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B. INFORMATION SYSTEM APPLICATION

The corporate need for information products can be

stratified into six somewhat distinct categories

i

1# strategic support! information products

required by senior management to affect long-term

corporate policy, plans and programs.

2. Tactical support * information products required

by middle management to control the allocation of

corporate resources and products within the market

environment.

3. Operational support t information products

required by production management to control day-to-

day corporate operations and resource expenditures.

b. Fiscal support t information products required

for control of corporate capital.

5. Administrative support » information products

required to implement, execute and control corporate

policy, plans, and procedures.

6. General support t information products required

within and without the organization to maintain

internal and external corporate harmony.

With a little thought it is not difficult to imagine the

type of information products which apply to the six cate-

gories above.

Senior management must have information which provides

insight into future corporate needs and challenges to make

20





an intelligent assessment of proposed long-ranged changes.

Research concerning out-year industry and market trends,

expected technology advances, availability of raw materials,

government policies, and new market entries are typical of

information required for strategic support.

Middle managers need to estimate what market condi-

tions might exist in the immediate future in order to

direct movement of corporate labor, materials, and finished

products in a manner which most benefits the ocrporation

in the near term. Timely reports on sales trends, demand

fluctuation, competitor product lines, material prices,

labor productivity, project progress and the like are

information products which provide tactical support.

The production manager is responsible for implementa-

tion of middle management decisions. Accordingly, he must

know what the current status of his functional area is

and what the impact of accomodating change will be on a

day-by-day basis. Daily reports concerning product and

materials inventories, personnel status, plant equipment

operation, work-in-process, and backl g status are typical

information products which support operations.

Financial management requires detailed accurate and

up-to-date accounting for all corporate business trans-

actions associated with company resources. Also important

are many various facets of the fiscal environment such as

sources and costs of capital, exchange rates, inventory

valuation, discount rates and tax laws. Business accounting

21





journals and ledgers, budget and expense reports, bud-

getary proposals, and audit reports are some of the infor-

mation products which provide fiscal support.

The administration of corporate policy and internal

procedures requires information concerning organization

assets, structure, plans, policy, procedures and environ-

ment. Business and personnel transactions, acquisition

and use of manpower, material and capital assets, regulatory

and policy constraints and similar information products

support the administrative function.

General support is a catch-all category for infor-

mation products which cannot be directly identified with

specific organizational decision-making processes but is

nevertheless a basic part of any corporate information

system. Newsletters, newspapers, informal memoranda,

books, films and periodicals are just a few of the large

number of information products which provide general support,

Manufacture of corporate information products, like

any production line, requires a significant expenditure of

company resources to establish and maintain production

equipment and processes, raw material and finished goods,

inventories, labor and talent pools, and an appropriate

market distribution system. Accordingly, utilization is

key to the economic viability of these products.

Exhibit 3 summarizes the five categories of corporate

decision information use and the utilization structure

22
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Exhibit 3- DECISION INFORMATION PRODUCT FLOW
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which might exist within an organization. Solid lines

show the existence of structured information processes!

the flow of primary information products, and key manage-

ment decision centers these products support. It is impor-

tant that information product utility feedback systems

be maintained and that dissatisfaction with existing

information products as well as new information product

needs can be quickly identified to information system manage-

ment.

Thus far, important concepts of organization have been

discussed and the role of the information system in the

organization established. Because the need for information

is inexorably bound to the myriad of corporate decisions

which must be made each day, it is important that the

information system manager be acquainted with organiza-

tion decision processes which his products support.

The following section describes these processes in suffi-

cient detail to meet this need.
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IV. THE DECISION REVOLUTION - A PROCESS FOR CHANGE

Every organization is in a continuous
state of change. Sometimes the changes are
great, sometimes small, but change is always
talcing placet The conditions requiring these
changes arise from both within and without.
As a consequence, there is never-ending need
for decisions which guide adjustments to
change. The adequacy of these decisions
for meeting an organization's current and
developing internal and external situations
determines the well-being, power, and future
of that organization.

We are coming to recognize with increasing
clarity that the capacity of an organization
to function well depends both upon the quality
of its decision-making processes and upon^
the adequacy and accuracy of the information
used, £Ref. 6] .

In the business organization, allocation of manpower,

material, and capital to the five categories of functional

subsystems (managerial, productive, adaptive, mainten-

ance, and supportive) is based on identifiable needs.

That is, justification for resource expenditure is usually

expressed in quantifiable terms either as a substantive

and desirable change to corporate functional processes or

as an anticipated and verifiable improvement in quality or

quantity of corporate benefit. The marginal impact of

incremental change to functional systems is evaluated prior

to management approval and assessed during and subsequent

to implementation. Thus, change to functional system

25





processes, products, or procedures is judged apriori for

potential worth and aposteriori as having realized this

potential.

A. THE CORPORATE DECISION CYCLE

Corporate system changes occur in three sequential

decision phases: recognition of need for and authorization

to implement change, acceptance of implementation, and

assessment of the need for further change. This marginal

decision process, graphically described in Exhibit 4, is

cyclic and an essential part of corporate evolution. Al-

though our discussion of this cyclic process of corporate

change, which can best be described as "decision revolu-

tion, n deals with modification of existing systems, this

same process is equally applicable to the creation of new

systems.

Innovation, the generation or recognition of better

ideas, opportunities, and novel approaches, must occur

before systems can be consciously improved. Alternative

systems modifications are analyzed and considered with re-

spect to organization goals, objectives, and expected

increase in net corporate benefit.

Decision Phase I is primarily associated with un-

structured-type decisions fRef . 7J involving relatively

senior management levels and are the most critical rela-

tive to healthy corporate operation, evolution, and growth.
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Exhibit 4-THE DECISION REVOLUTION
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"Should a change to the present system be made?" At

this point, the marginal uncertainty associated with an

action decision is at a maximum. If the decision for

change is affirmative, a flow of corporate resources is

directed toward alteration of subsystem processes, products

or procedures to achieve this end.

Decision Phase II concerns semi-structured operational

control decisions which involve management acceptance (or

rejection) of the system alteration effort during and fol-

lowing implementation. Final acceptance releases additional

corporate resources for operation and maintenance of the

new system (this could as easily be inflow as well as

outflow since the alteration may actually reduce opera-

tional costs).

Decision Phase III is the last phase of the decision

revolution cycle and involves periodic assessment of the

modified System by management and evaluation of system

weaknesses. During this phase, corporate benefits are

assessed as marginally improved, degraded, or unchanged

as a result of the system alteration. The bulk of manage-

ment decisions are concerned with "fine tuning" the modified

system to maximize efficiency. However, assessment of

substantial system shortcomings requires semi-structured

decisions which result in system innovations and their

submittal to higher management for consideration. Thus,

the decision cycle is reinitiated and the stage set for

another "decision revolution."

28





Each major decision cycle represents the aggregate

effects of a multitude of inter-related suborganizational

production decision processes which emulate the decision

revolution of Exhibit k. Further, these processes can be

categorized into three somewhat overlapping but clearly

distinguishable decision categories: strategic, tactical

and operational. The general relationship between these

suborganizational decision cycles and the corporate deci-

sion revolution is pictured in Exhibit 5» Within the

organization, the strategic decision cycle circumscribes

all other decision processes. In other words, the tactical

and operational decision cycles are subordinate to the goals

and objectives of strategic management decisions. Simi-

larly, operational decision processes (with the exception

of general support functions) are subordinate to the

requirements of tactical management decisions. The three

suborganizational decision cycles are better described in

tabular format as shown in Exhibit 6, Each decision cycle

progresses from left to right beginning with decisions to

make change, implementation and acceptance, and finally,

assessment of the need for further change. The reader

should note that a sequence of decision cycle steps can

progress diagonally from upper left to lower right (e.g.

Strategic Phase I, Tactical Phase II and Operational

Phase III). Also, each decision depicted in the subor-

ganizational decision cycle tableau is relatively dependent

on and interactive with all preceding decision cycle steps.
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Exhibit 5-SUBORGANIZATIONAL DECISION PROCESS
RELATIONSHIPS
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The degree of mutual dependence or interaction between

any two decisions is a function of the sequential proxi-

mity of these decision steps in the tableau, adjoining

steps having the greatest interaction.

The "decision revolution" and "decision cycle" models

which have been discussed here are another way of looking

at relatively familiar decision-making concepts such as

the "intelligence, design r and choice" model of H. A.

Simon j^Ref. 9} or the Rubenstein and Haberstrch model

Ref . 10
J
which proposes a continuous decision activity

motivated by the objective of system transformation or

change with emphasis on feedback. A comparison between

these models and the "decision revolution" is shown in

Exhibit 7« Each decision model describes a logical and

cyclic decision-making process and each is initiated by

a dissatisfaction with the current state and ends with

the creation of a new state. Iterations between the

decision phases are a necessary part of each process which

can and often do preclude or delay completion of the cycle.

However, the decision cycle for any particular state

change will continue as long as the initiating factor

(dissatisfaction with the current state) exists.

The "corporate decision revolution" and suborgani-

zational decision cycle model describe the general

mechanism by which organized systems change and evolve.

This cyclic and rational approach to decision-making

is basic to the synergistic concept of organized effort.
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Organizations must be able to grow, adjust, and improve if

they are to survive the environmental challenge of a free

and competitive society. Accomplishment of tasks is not

enough. All tasks should be performed better than could

be done otherwise or, if not, change must take place until

this condition is alleviated.

B. THE CORPORATE DECISION FRAMEWORK

The basic structure of successful corporations includes

a comprehensive framework of suborganizational decision

cycles at all levels of management. The nodes of this

framework consist of "decision-centers" which are subsystem

activities responsible for at least one, possibly many f

complete decision cycles. All decision-making functions

conducted within organization decision-centers, and which,

in the aggregate, comprise the corporate decision-making

process, can be classed as either perceptive, adjustive,

or corrective.

Perceptive decisions cause system alterations to occur

which contribute to corporate evolution and growth. They

are usually unstructured and involve a substantial amount

of foresight, insight, and initiative. This class of

decision is associated with medium to high levels of

uncertainty, risk, and long-term corporate benefit.

Adjustive decisions are made in response to change

in the internal or external environment. They cause
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system modifications to occur which accommodate or

exploit environmental variations. This class of decision

is adaptive in nature, usually semi-structured or struc-

tured, involves medium to low levels of uncertainty, risk,

and near-terra impact on the organization.)

Corrective decisions cause system changes which improve

or maintain observable efficiency or performance within

the present environment. They are typically structured

or semi-structured-type decisions, involve minimum

levels of uncertainty, risk, and low to medium levels of

system impact.

Exhibit 8 exemplifies the relationship between decision

level, class, and type, and presents examples of the kinds

of decision problems which could be associated with various

elements of the corporate decision framework model.

Partitioning of decision problems within the model is not

an exclusive distinction since any corporate problem

requiring action can and usually does involve decisions

of many kinds as part of the decision center revolution.

It should be noted that the higher the decision center

level which must address the problem, the more kinds of

decisions will ultimately be involved in the decision

cycle process. That is, strategic-level decisions preci-

pitate a multitude of tactical decisions which elicit an

even greater number of operational decisions.
i

This section has explored the nature of decision-

making processes within the business organization,
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developed descriptive models of these processes at the

suborganizational level and in the aggregate, and cata-

gorized corporate decision-making functions by decision

level, class, and type. It is believed that frequent

reference to this material will allow the information

system manager to better understand, and thus better

serve, the organization decision centers.

Information management can only be effective if there

is some feeling for the relative worth of products pro-

duced. The next section explores the information valuation

problem.
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V. AN APPROACH TO INFORMATION VALUATION

In a free and competitive environment, the conflict

between producer and consumer is simply a matter of

balance. Each side has special interests which must be

reconciled before a mutually satisfactory transaction

can take place. The supplier of products expends resour-

ces and expects a marginal profit in return. On the

other hand, product usefulness has to be equal to or in

excess of cost before there can be a viable market. In

an open marketplace, a natural balance will exist between

producer and user interests as long as the user has

access to competitive product substitutes Ref . llj .

However, when producer and consumer exist within a common

agency the law of supply and demand by which balance is

maintained is severly distorted resulting in the need for

some type of artificial control.

Within the corporate structure, the MIS (management

information system) is a producer of information products.

The consumers of and marketplace for these products are

the organization decision-centers. Their purpose is

inexorably bound to the goals and objectives of the organi-

zation which they support. Justification for the manu-

facture of MIS products is found in the corporate benefit

expected as a result of their use, or, from another viewpoint,
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the degradation in corporate benefit if their production

is stopped. The first is an apriori judgement of value

whereas the latter is a posteriori assessment of worth.

Regardless of the estimated value assigned to MIS

products t their usefulness is only measured by the extent

management elects to rely on them when making decisions.

The point is often made that the intrinsic value of infor-

mation is independent of utilization. That is to say,

the failure of responsible decision-makers to use this

information in no way lessens its actual, albiet un-

recognized, importance to the organization. The logic

of this argument is unassailable. However, when dealing

with corporate profitability or benefit, a basic distinc-

tion between the "value" of information and its "worth"

to the organization must be made.

Information which has value can be an important,

although often ephemeral, organization asset. However,

the value realized, or worth, is primarily a function of

the extent to which management uses it to reduce uncer-

tainty. These are the type of considerations which

cloud the picture when attempting to valuate information.

Should MIS products be judged by their assumed value,

perceived usefulness, corporate worth, or just the comfort

of feeling secure in the belief that, with regard to

information, more is better than less? If MIS products

were free, all of the above might apply equally well. In

the real world, all information products cost and corporate
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resources are limited. The economic reality of competi-

tion demands that each organization develop an efficient

and responsive MIS network, and that tight control be

maintained over information product quality, quantity, cost,

and effectiveness. Accomplishment of this objective

requires some type of systematic approach to information

valuation.

A. A VALUATION MODEL

MIS products reduce uncertainty during corporate

decision cycles and thereby benefit the organization.

Each has three identifiable attributes by which it can

be judged; value » benefit expected from availability,

utility* relative usefulness, and wortht benefit achieved

through utilization. Value, utility, and worth; a dynam-

ic assessment of these pseudo-quantifiable information

product characteristics is the key to meaningful infor-

mation valuation and involves problems of expectation,

application, and realization, respectively.

Expectation is an investment concern—what marginal

return will occur from production and how does it compare

with available alternatives? Most often, estimating the

value of information is quite subjective and based on

various assumptions which may or may not be valid. How-

ever, a reasonable estimation of the maximum beneficial

impact of information availability should always be made
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prior to commitment of resources toward its production.

Furthermore, the expected benefit should be periodically

compared with that actually realized in order to expose

major variances or misconceptions.

Application is a consumer or user concern—does this

information help me to perform my job? The main worry

of organization decision-makers is that their decisions

are correct. Toward this end, information is used to

reduce the risk of being wrong. Decision-center performance

is judged by accrual of tangible and intangible corporate benefits

directly attributable to various decision actions.

Accordingly, organization decision-makers will use those

information products or product alternatives that they

feel most familiar with and have the most confidence in.

Communication and cooperation between user and producer

when developing information products will help assure that

corporate managers receive products they will use.

Realization is the post-facto payoff of information

production—what identifiable benefits are a result of

information use? The worth of information is an indica-

tion of how much value is being realized. Assessment of

worth is often subjective, with benefits difficult to

trace. But, the important point to be made here is that

some type of continuing product evaluation is required

in order to purge the information network of products

which hinder or suppress the natural profitability of such

systems.





A qualitative information valuation model which

summarizes concepts just discussed is shown as Exhibit 9.

The process described represents a self-governing system

with feedback control on the prime output variable, worth

B. THE PRODUCT-WORTH FUNCTION

In order to assess the relative importance of infor-

mation products, a closer look at the three information

product attributes is necessaryi

1. Product value is an independent characteristic

which can be achieved as a result of optimum utili-

zation.

2. Product utility is a function of product pre-

paration, dissemination, and user perception, and is

relatively independent of product value. It is a

measure of product usefulness.

3. Product worth is the marginal benefit attri-

butable to product use and is dependent on product

value and utility.

Using inductive reasoning,formulation of an empirical

relationship between product value, utility, and worth

is possible. Such a relationship, when graphically de-

picted will describe a "product-worth function" for infor-

mation products which may be of use when addressing the

information valuation problem.
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The intrinsic value of information, not to be confused

with estimated value, is variable with time and circum-

stance. However, this value can be assumed to remain

relatively constant over finite periods during which pro-

duct use can vary. Thus, a family of equivalue curves

can be generated which describe the marginal impact of

changing utility on product worth. This same approach can

be used to determine the marginal effect of changing

vsLue on product worth for fixed levels of utilization.

Exhibit 10 describes an emperically derived set of product-

worth function curves which are general in nature and

which have an ordinal relationship. That is, no particular

meaning or significance is attached to the scale that is

used, or to the magnitude of difference between any of

the curves. The main inferences that can be made are:

(1) that increasing levels of value and utility are prefer-

able to decreasing values since this tends to cause an

increase in product worth, and (2) that products with

equal worth, as determined from the combined attributes

of value and utility, are equal in the eyes of the organi-

zation. This is the nature of modern utility theory as

developed by Hicks and Hotelling f Refs. 12 and 13 1 and

provides the basis for a possible approach to information

valuation.

The product-worth function of Exhibit 10 can be used

to develop equi-worth boundary lines representing organi-

zational indifference to information products having
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comparable combined attributes of value and utility.

These generalized indifference curves are shown in Exhibit 11.

The limiting factor on worth as use of the product

increases is the potential value of this information

to the organization, whereas the limiting factor of worth

as value becomes increasingly great is the extent to

which this information is used by appropriate organization

decision-centers. With regard to corporate benefit, it

makes little difference whether an information product

has a value of v^ and utility of u^ or a value of Vj_ and

utility of Ug» However, it is generally less of a prob-

lem to increase product utility than to increase value

and, therefore, products having high value should be

favored over those having high utility when they lie on

the same product-worth indifference curve. Note that

information products which characteristics cause to fall

outside the wQ boundary are obvious candidates for elimina-

tion or alteration since cost of production exceeds any

benefit that is being realized from use.

This section defined three basic. information product

attributes t value, utility, and worth, with which a

generalized model of information valuation within the

business organization was developed. In addition,

product-worth indifference curves were empirically derived

and are suggested as a basis for systematic evaluation

of management information system output in conjunction
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with the proposed valuation model. The problem still

remains to select or develop reliable assessment tech-

niques to quantify information product attributes and is

an appropriate topic for thesis work in the area of

management information systems.
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VI. SUMMARY

The business organization can be modeled as five

functional subsystems* productive or technical* suppor-

tive, maintenance, managerial, and adaptive. These

subsystems, which would otherwise be disjointed, are

synergistically bound by means of structured information

processes and a network of information flow.

Information products fall under six basis- support

categories* strategic, tactical, operational, fiscal,

administrative, and general. All but the last reduce

uncertainty associated with the corporate decision-

making process and are products of the management infor-

mation system.

Change to a corporate system involves a cyclic

decision process performed in three general phases*

recognition, implementation, and assessment. Decision

cycles occur at all levels of the organization and are

the responsibility of organization decision centers.

Taken in the aggregate, they represent the corporate

"decision revolution"—a hierarchial sequence of manage-

ment tasks consisting of consideration, approval, altera-

tion, evaluation, acceptance, measurement, assessment,

and innovation. All managerial decisions can be classified

as either perceptive, adjustive, or corrective, and are
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associated with problems of corporate growth, environ-

mental change, and system efficiency.

Management information products reduce uncertainty

during corporate decision cycles and thereby benefit the

organization. Each has three identifiable attributes:

value (benefit potential), utility (relative usefulness),

and worth (benefit realized). Worth is the cumulative

measure of organizational impact and, therefore, the most

indicative of information product importance. It can be

related to value and utility by means of the "product-

worth function. H Use of the product-worth function to

create a generalized set of product-worth indifference

curves provides the oasis for a systematic approach to

the problem of information valuation.

The danger of developing information systems which are

inefficient, ineffective, and wasteful is ever present.

Such systems tend to emphasize quantity and not quality

of output and the production of information becomes an

end in itself. Prevention requires that management main-

tain an awareness of the fundamental role of information

production in the organization.
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